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Bathroom(s) 
Preliminary Work 

 
 

290. Remove any personal items (shampoo, medicine, cosmetics, hair blowers,  etc.) 

291. Clean all glass and mirrors 

292. Remove any mildew 

293. Re-caulk if necessary 

294. Repair grout if necessary 

295. Remove rust stains from toilet, sink, tub and shower 

296. Clean, scrub stains from grout if necessary (see recipe in back of book) 

297. Repair any chipped porcelain (small bottles of paint – looks like nail polish can be found by paint) 

298. Scour the bathtub and shower (see recipe in back of book) 

299. Wash shower clean 

300. Replace any discolored shower curtain or shower door 

301. Put fresh new liner behind shower curtain 

302. Clean soap build-up from shower door 

303. Shower door is easy to open and shuts tightly 

304. Replace any stained, cracked or loose tiles 

305. Tighten loose toilet 

306. Replace old toilet seat 

307. Toilet flushes properly 

308. Wash toilet seat cover and bath mats 

309. Toilet freshener in toilet 

310. Check water pressure 

311. Clean vanity, sink and polish all faucets 

312. Soap and soap dish are clean 

313. Repair dripping faucets 

314. Area under sink is organized 

315. Pipes under the sink are clean and not leaking 

316. Linen closet is organized 

317. Remove extra items from linen closet and pack away so closet appears spacious 

318. Use shelf paper as liners in drawers which are stained or on linen closet shelves 

To Do 

Done 
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319. Use shelf paper as liners in drawers which are stained or on linen closet shelves 

320. Clean the light fixtures (including bulbs) 

321. Launder the curtains 

322. Wash blinds (repair or replace as necessary)  

323. Arrange towels neatly on towel racks 

324. Laundry basket or hamper is out-of-sight 

325. Vacuum or sweep floor 

326. Clean and wax the floor, remove any old wax build up 

 

Personal List of Additional Items Not Mentioned Above 
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Finishing Touches – Staging – Icing on the cake!  

 
327. Thick new towels and one new “set of hand towel & wash cloth” in vibrant colors to hang up and/or stack if 
 shelving is in bathroom (bring out when buyers are coming) 

328. Toilet seat cover and bath mat co-ordinate with towels 

329. Colorful guest towels laid out on the vanity 

330. A full length mirror 

331. A lock on the door 

332. A collection of scented (unlit) candles or battery operated scented candles 

333. A glass bowl of potpourri 

334. A mirrored tray with a collection of fancy perfume bottles 

335. An antique water pitcher filled with dried, silk or fresh flowers 

336. A pretty plate of little guest soaps 

337. Towel racks, which match bathroom fixtures 

338. A grouping of framed prints on the wall 

339. A Rod of hanging lace in a high window, instead of blinds 

340. A room done in one color with one bright accent color (all white with a wallpaper border of sky and clouds, 
 and sky blue towels) 

341. For an master bathroom, shower curtain and towels to co-ordinate with the bed linen and curtains in the 
 master bedroom. 

342. New sink faucet, something new and up to date (matching current other fixtures) 

 

Personal List of Additional Items Not Mentioned Above  


